The number of screws, bone quality, and friction coefficient affect acetabular cup stability.
One of the major causes of loosening of cementless acetabular cup implants is insufficient initial stability. This study used three-dimensional finite element models of the pelvis and acetabular components to investigate the effects of the number of screws, bone quality, and friction coefficient of the acetabular cup on the initial stability under normal walking. A commercially available hemispherical acetabular cup with five screw holes was used as the default model. The stiffness of the pelvis and the friction coefficient of the cup were systematically varied, within a realistic range, to assess the initial stability of the acetabular cup. The simulations showed that the inserted screws provide only a localized reduction in the relative micromotion between the cup and pelvis therefore inserting several screw closed together might not be useful. Changes in the pelvic stiffness have a non-linear effect on the initial stability of acetabular cup and the subchondral bone provides good support for fixation of the cementless cup. The friction coefficient of the acetabular cup plays a limited role, comparing with the factor of bone quality, in resisting relative micromotion in the cup-pelvis interface.